
 

 

Dirty Projectors 

 
 

 In July, we opened a show for our friends the Dirty Projectors at the Coolidge Corner Theater in Somerville, 

MA. They were on tour behind their album The Getty Address, a crazy multi-layered rhythmic adventure with really 

complicated and exciting vocal parts. They were touring with a large band, and we brought a large band, too. Tiger Saw 

had Nat on the upright bass, and Sam Rosen on electric bass. Casey Dienel played piano. We had a chorus of four girls 

for the sing-alongs. Jim Reynolds was even on banjo. We had eleven players. At one point, Joe Grimm, who, as the 

Wind-Up Bird, was the other act that evening, wandered onstage with his trombone and played along.  

 

Jim Reynolds: I had never heard the Dirty Projectors music before this show. In fact, this show took place before I’d 

even met [Dirty Projectors front man] Dave Longstreth. We had the entire Sing! band with us for this show and it was 

very special to be up on that huge stage for all those people there that night. We were all like little kids. I thought we 

played pretty well that night. I only played banjo, no guitar. I don’t remember using the P.A., which might not have been 

ideal, but the theater seemed to carry our voices pretty well. 

 

 Nat Baldwin played in both Tiger Saw and the Dirty Projectors that evening.  

 

Nat Baldwin: After playing a couple shows with Dave at Yale, he asked me to join the band. Dave and I had a lot of 

mutual friends, from the DIY indie scenes of both the west and east coasts, to the experimental scenes of NYC. I hadn’t 

heard his music much before deciding to join, but soon found his music to be some of the most interesting, creative, and 

beautiful I have ever heard. The Getty tour was fun, ambitious, exhausting, and overall an awesome experience. It was 

the largest scale tour I had been involved in at the time, and it showed me a new side to touring. It was also the largest 

group I had toured with (nine people) so we had to become friends fast. The show in Cambridge was definitely a 

highlight. It was a midnight show, and it was amazing the crowd that turned out nearly filled that theater. It was great to 

meet up with the Tiger Saw folks too, and reconnect, and be a part of the huge ensemble they had put together for that 

show. Still probably the largest group I have performed with on stage, other than a classical orchestra. A perfect way to 

end the tour. 

 

Casey Dienel: It was interesting, at the time, watching Dirty Projectors given their line-up. They had two Balkan singers 

from Yale, and it was quite impressive to watch them sing so ambitiously, kind of reminded me of the Bulgarian 

women’s choirs, whom I had listened to in school. Very powerful, passionate, and endlessly complicated music. 



 

 

 Dave has always had a consistent self-presentation, which I think at the time was very intimidating to me. No 

one else I knew at the time so thoroughly asserted their desires or intelligence onstage, in such a way that was both 

captivating and almost hideous. 

 

Jim Reynolds: I was completely floored by the Projectors. I was enraptured by the entire band’s performance and skill. 

Hearing the female voices doing all sorts of gymnastic whirligigs and whatnot, was stunning. And Dave’s guitar playing 

really impressed me. Being a fan of Zappa, I saw in Dave, this same sort of complete artist. Someone that could 

compose, perform and inform and confound. I’m sure there've been way too many comparisons made and pedestal 

mounts for the Projectors, but I’m still a fan and will probably continue being one. Something else that impressed me 

about Dave, was watching him standing by the back doors to the tour van, at the end of the evening, while his bandmates 

loaded the vehicle, and he was there with his clipboard, checking in each item, making sure they left with the same stuff 

they went in with. Maybe it’s nitpicky, maybe he appears to be a megalomaniac or whatever, but I appreciated the 

professionalism that he has with what he does. 

 

Spencer Kingman: They had a huge band, and they were performing really ambitious arrangements, and a lot of it was 

chaotic, but I really loved it. They had the animations playing up behind them and I was just down with the whole thing. 

 When I moved to New York City, I ran into Dave somewhere. I played piano at a show with Viking Moses 

somewhere in Manhattan, and he came. Then I was playing a show at Pete’s Candy Store and he came to that too. I think 

he liked my voice and my fingerpicking on the guitar, so he asked me to play with him in a new band. I had just finished 

working for four months straight on a Bollywood movie, so I had enough money not to be working. He was living rent-

free in a practice space in Brooklyn with no shower, so he didn't need a job either. His vision for the next Dirty 

Projectors tour was inspired by the Led Zeppelin movie The Song Remains the Same and CSNY. He was like, “Four 

stools…”. So anyways we started out doing that, but it quickly turned into a loud rock setup similar to what he’s been 

playing with ever since. I loved being in that band. We practiced most days for five or six hours and it was like my job. 

He had those songs from New Attitude that he had made on the computer and we were trying to sort of reverse-engineer 

them into these non-intuitive interlocking guitar parts. I had to write everything out in a score to make sense of it. I had 

the extremely rare experience of getting to play in a band that was already one of my favorite bands. I think that the 

music we were playing on that tour was really rough around the edges, but it seemed like it was kind of an in-between 

stage for Dave. He was making the transition from the Getty Address and computer based stuff and his new music stuff 

into something more like a funk-rock-band. With the band he’s got now, and Rise Above, and hopefully his new songs 

he’s kind of figured out that transition, and they are just the most jaw-dropping, grin-inducing, good band out there. 

 

 Our Coolidge show with the Dirty Projectors was a definite turning point for the band, where it was expected 

that anyone could end up on stage with Tiger Saw. We had done shows where members of Seekonk, Herman Düne, or 

Cerberus Shoal might sit in for a few songs, but now the actual lineup of the band was varying from show to show, and 

the sets were drastically different depending on the instrumentation at that particular show. But that ended up being 

really exciting and freeing in a way, too. Sometimes, I didn’t even know who would show up until they did. But 

everyone we played with was so talented, and the songs were fairly simple, so people were able to find their ways in 

easily, and everyone would actually listen to each other, so we were able to create some really special music. 
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